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A U T U M N  1  – W E E K  1



USING THE ARTICLE ‘A’ ‘AN’
• Fit a or an in the gap below. 

I bought ______  elephant. 

• What is the simple past tense of these three verbs:

buy              catch              think

• Which word in this sentence is the noun:    The coat was blue. 

• Which of these two words is a coordinating conjunction? 

Hat                                and

• Which word in this sentence is missing a capital letter? 

Mary and joseph are the names of Jesus’ parents. 



ANSWERS
• Fit a or an in the gap below. 

I bought __an____ elephant. 

• What is the simple past tense of these three verbs:

buy = bought catch = caught think = thought

• Which word in this sentence is the noun:    The coat was blue. 

• Which of these two words is a coordinating conjunction? 

Hat                                and

• Which word in this sentence is missing a capital letter? 

Mary and Joseph are the names of Jesus’ parents. 



• Fit a or an in the gap below. 

I walked through ____ forest. The words were chirping and ____ eagle was soaring above me. 

• What is the simple past tense of these three verbs:

smile              walk              talk

• Which word in this sentence is the noun:    The raccoon was staring aggressively at me. 

• Which of these two words is a coordinating conjunction? 

bat                                but

• Which word in this sentence is missing a capital letter? 

This summer I was supposed to go to portugal but in the end I couldn’t. 



ANSWERS
• Fit a or an in the gap below. 

I walked through __a__ forest. The words were chirping and _an___ eagle was soaring 

above me. 

• What is the simple past tense of these three verbs:

smile  = smiled walk = walked talk = talked

• Which word in this sentence is the noun:    The raccoon was staring aggressively at me. 

• Which of these two words is a coordinating conjunction? 

bat                                but

• Which word in this sentence is missing a capital letter? 

This summer I was supposed to go to portugal but in the end I couldn’t. 



• Fit a or an in the gap below. 

This summer I got ____ kitten. She has ____ white tip at the end of her tail and ____ 

obsession with small mice. 

• What is the simple past tense of these three verbs:

spit              eat              speak

• Which word in this sentence is the noun:    The carpet was grey-blue. 

• Which of these two words is a subordinate conjunction? 

smell                                since

• Which word in this sentence is missing a capital letter? 

My friend has a dog called mac. 



ANSWERS
• Fit a or an in the gap below. 

This summer I got __a__ kitten. She has _a___ white tip at the end of her tail and _an___

obsession with small mice. 

• What is the simple past tense of these three verbs:

spit  = spat eat = ate speak = spoke

• Which word in this sentence is the noun:    The carpet was grey-blue. 

• Which of these two words is a subordinate conjunction? 

smell                                since

• Which word in this sentence is missing a capital letter? 

My friend has a dog called mac. 


